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From the ClicOutdoor Senior Partner’s Desk: 
Hi, Zach— 

I would once again like to thank you for the trust and confidence that you have placed with ClicOutdoor. I, along with the entire 

ClicOutdoor team, promise to provide you with top-notch products and service, and we will faithfully fulfill every commitment we 

make. We are pleased to welcome you into the ClicOutdoor family! 

 

From the ClicOutdoor Team: 
Dear Zach, 

ClicOutdoor makes several promises to each and every client and now that you have chosen to work with us you will have the 

commitment of every ClicOutdoor team member to do our best work and deliver a digital marketing product that will exceed your 

business goals and expectations. 

 

Our Digital Media Services 
Digital media services like brand/product photography and video content production can transform the perception of a 

business in the eyes of its consumers. The content and media you post online speak more volumes about your business 

and brand than you ever could. When we partner with a brand, we treat that brand as though it was our own.  This is to 

say, that every form of digital media we develop for you is done so with your brands reputation and future in mind. 

 

Photography & Video 
At ClicOutdoor we use our photography to promote events, individuals, brands, products and much more. With your 

products in hand we intend to use our photography to help develop the total overall media available on your brand and 

products, both online and for you to use on your day-to-day operations. We strive to capture your brand and products in 

ways that increase sales conversion, boost brand awareness and improve consumer confidence.  
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With ClicOutdoor as a digital media provider, we will be able to deliver a variety of the following on a regular basis:  

 Content media primarily in the form of photographs or videos; 

 Video options range from how to/instructional, action, lifestyle and much more; 

 Edited photos for commercial use with no watermarks or branding unless specifically requested; 

 Photos may be posted on social media affiliate accounts, forums, photo sharing sites and more; and 

 When available, videos may be posted on your branded YouTube channel or other social media accounts. 

 

Lifestyle Brand Development Through Targeted Organic Content 

We believe your brand can be a top 10 lifestyle brand and we are confident that we are the missing piece your brand 

needs to get there.  Through our videography we are looking forward to creating organic, targeted content that 

resonates with your consumers and ignites positive yet memorable emotion that will develop the social value of your 

company.  A social value that will not only have short term results but provide long term sales and stability as your 

product lines and brand develops.  

 

ClicOutdoor prides itself on creating win-win relationships with every client.  In developing the following proposal, 

ClicOutdoor team members view themselves as a marketing and design tool for your company. You will work directly 

with our senior account managers as we develop and implement your digital marketing strategy.   

 

   Photography & Videography Program:  75,000 (1 year agreement)  
Note: Payments can be made in 2 or 3 installments.  

 

Videography 

 1 Logo Reveal “Intro/Outro” (already completed) 

 14-18 Edited Videos Total 
- 30 Second Edited Shorts (Up To 6) 
- 1 Min Shorts (Up To 6) 
- 15 Second Edited Shorts (Up To 4) 

Content Goals:  
- Incorporating Our Fleet Of Vehicles 
- Multiple States 
- Multiple Seasons 
- Product Centric (Highlighting Ease of Use, Features, Functionality, etc.) 
- Lifestyle (Experience centric not product centric) 
- Food & Beverage 

 
Additional Notes: 

- Not limited to mobile cooling division. 
- Content includes 2-3 revisions per video.  
- Package includes shoot time for the above mentioned videos and editing time.  
- Package does not include out of schedule video shoots. Additional shoots can be requested a la carte to 

accommodate opportunities that may come up on your end. We will provide quotes for out of schedule 
shoots depending on a variety of variables from travel expenses, location, time etc.  

- Specific creative components must be billed separately since often times they require additional budget. For 
example specific vehicle requests or specific people, etc.  
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Photography 

 Product Photography 250-300 Images 
Content Goals:  

- Multiple Vehicles 
- Multiple States 
- Multiple Seasons 
- Multiple Themes (Holidays, etc) 
- Product Centric (Highlighting Ease of Use, Features, Functionality, etc.) 
- Lifestyle (Experience centric not product centric) 
- Food & Beverage 

 
Additional Notes: 

- Not limited to mobile cooling division. 
- Package does not include out of schedule photo shoots. Additional shoots can be requested a la carte to 

accommodate opportunities that may come up on your end. We will provide quotes for out of schedule 
shoots depending on a variety of variables from travel expenses, location, time etc.  
 

 

 

 

The ClicOutdoor Client Promise 

At ClicOutdoor we take our clients and our commitments very seriously.  In fact, we make several promises to every 

client. We put them in writing and back them up with specific guarantees.  With regard to the above-stated services, 

these are our promises to you, our valued client: 

1. We promise to provide you all media and perform all services in a turn-key fashion.  

2. We promise to listen to you, understand your objectives, and respond in a clear and easy-to-understand 

manner. 

3. We promise you an initial consultation with a senior executive member of the ClicOutdoor management team. 

4. In choosing to work together, we promise to communicate with you on a level that you will understand and 

discuss the process and procedures to be followed in simple terms.  

5. We promise to respond and communicate with you in a timely fashion. 

6. We promise to review and analyze your business and objectives in our exclusive management “Think Tank” 

sessions attended by all ClicOutdoor members. We will report back to you with suggestions on how to improve 

your business and be more profitable.  

7. We promise to deliver an extraordinary value, a world-class experience and consistently attempt to exceed your 

expectations. 
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Forum, Instagram & Ambassador Proposal 

Dec 15, 2017 

 

Prepared for: 
                           Zach Roop / Dometic 

 

Prepared by: 
                                      Edwin Morales / ClicOutdoor 

 

Organic Instagram Marketing 
In conjunction with our photography and video services, we use social media to promote events, individuals, brands, 

products and much more. On Instagram we use the media we develop or that which you provide to help expand brand 

awareness. The more locations your brands and products are seen, the more they are recognized and respected. 

Although most of our social media efforts will be informational, visual & social, we will still tastefully strive to increase 

sales and overall leads. 

 

Our Instagram Strategy: (On our channels, yours or ideally both) 

- No Spamming 

- Multiple Instagram Accounts Working In Unison: Our accounts, ambassador accounts and your branded account 

- Quality Content Posts: On the branded account but more importantly on unaffiliated accounts 

- Organic Engagement: Human like engagement not too corporate and not to casual. Our goal is to relate to the 

consumer and genuinely converse when possible. 

- Inform Not Sell: We will look to update the consumer on Dometic related events, product releases, brand 

updates, trips, projects and more.  

- Support Dealers: Refer leads to dealers near them and encourage dealers to feature our content on their 

channels.  

- Ambassador Collaboration: Collaborate with our ambassadors to reinforce our brands online reputation through 

quality organic content. 

- Online Reputation Management: By having an Instagram presence we can better track, address & combat any 

product misinformation while monitoring threats to your online reputation.  

 

Online Brand Ambassador Partnerships, Management & Collaboration 
We have experienced a great deal of success using our flagship 2014 Toyota 4Runner known on social media as 

“@Fargo4x4” as a social media ambassador for a variety brands and now currently have 6 flagship vehicles. As we 

expand on our vehicles followers and outreach, we will actively seek to simultaneously expand the following of your 

brand and products. At every opportunity, we will periodically showcase any future products you provide us in action on 

these vehicles and will strive to only display your brand or products in a positive light. On these accounts, at our 

discretion and when appropriate, we will endorse your brand and recommend your products as if they were our own.  
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Additionally, we will actively seek to acquire other strategic high-return ambassadors to provide quality content, reviews 

and help endorse your brand online. By coordinating and collaborating with them on events, content shoots, focus 

groups and on social media we will organically boost brand awareness. 

 

Forum Outreach 
Forums can be used to build brand awareness in a variety of ways. Forum ad campaigns, online reputation management, 

consumer engagement and group buys are just a few ways we use forums to build consumer confidence and drive an 

organic conversation surrounding your products. One in five Americans use forums to discuss and recommend products. 

This means it is imperative to maintain a consistent forum presence on a variety of forums to ensure your brand is taking 

advantage of this unique marketing angle and ensure your brand remains relevant online.  

 

Most brands including your competition tends to have the urge to blast, spam and annoy every one they can about their 

products, and do this as fast as they can. They operate on the notion it’s a “numbers game”. When it comes to forums, 

this strategy can be disastrous. The most successful brands on online forums tend to have a customer-centric or "you-

centric" approach rather than a "me-centric" approach. They provide valuable information, engage with consumers, 

invest in educating them and have a genuine interest in solving consumer problems and addressing consumer concerns.  

 

Our Forum Strategy (On our channels, yours or ideally both) 

- No Spamming 

- Multiple Forum Accounts - Branded Dometic account as well as unaffiliated accounts for each of our 

vehicles/staff 

- Quality Content Posts - On both the branded account but more importantly on our unaffiliated accounts 

- Organic Engagement - Human like engagement not too corporate and not to casual. Relate to the consumer and 

genuinely converse when possible.  

- Inform Not Sell - We will look to update the consumer on Dometic related events, product releases, brand 

updates, trips, projects and more.  

- Targeted Conversations - Using targeted content for each forum.  

Ex: On 4runner forums we discuss products ideal for 4runners and use content that showcases our products in/or 

associated with 4runners.  No need to discuss a product that doesn’t even fit in a 4runner unless consumers 

specifically request it. Another option is install threads that showcase our products in an educating and 

informative way on unaffiliated accounts.  

- Support Dealers - If we have dealers active on these forums we will look to support their efforts in any way we 

can.  

- Ambassador Collaboration - Collaborate with our ambassadors to help drive relevant forum conversations and 

reinforce our brands online reputation. 

- Online Reputation Management - By having a forum presence we can better track, address & combat any 

product misinformation while monitoring threats to your online reputation.  

 

Forum Advertising 

Some forums have a variety of advertising options that are both affordable and effective. Our team can identify these 

and facilitate the entire enrollment and monitoring process.  
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Website Advertisement Services 
Using affiliate websites such as ours (Nomadders.com, Team4runner.com, Ruggedpix.com, and more) we can create a 

variety of display ads to be featured on the websites.  Additionally, we offer graphic services for ad campaigns on 3rd 

party websites like the forums mentioned above. This ensures your brand strategic real estate on our sites, leading to 

increases in traffic and possibly sales.  

 

Product Reviews 
Product reviews play a huge role in the online marketplace today. Using affiliate websites like ours and others we can 

write reviews covering your brand and products. We will also strive to retrieve reviews and feedback from your 

customers to help build consumer confidence in your brand and products. This will expand your brand credibility leading 

to increases in sales.  

 

   Digital Marketing Program 1:  $3000/month  
Note: Program has no minimum term. It can be terminated any month you choose.  

 

Monthly Forum Outreach  

Initial Recommended Forums 
o T4R.org (included in package) 
o Tacomaworld.com (included in package) 
o FJ Cruiser Forum (included in package) 
o Jeep Forums 
o Expedition Portal 

 

Online Brand Ambassador Partnership, Social Media Endorsements & Advertising 

 @Team4runner Facebook & Instagram account 

 @Fargo4x4 Instagram account 

 @TorconTRD Instagram account 

 @Ruggedpix Facebook & Instagram account 

 @Team4runneroverland Instagram account 

 @DestroTRD Instagram account 

 @Nomadders Instagram account 

 @WheelingWithDogs Instagram account 

 @OverlandNation Instagram account 

 @Topside_ATC Instagram account 

 @GXadventures Instagram account 
 

Online Brand Ambassador Acquisition & Management 

 Assist in acquiring additional strategic ambassador relationships  

 Manage and coordinate ambassadors on a monthly basis.  
 

Instagram Management/Assistance 

 Instagram Graphic Design (For Posts & Stories) 

 Instagram Posting 5-10 a Month, Minimum 

 Instagram Overview Reports (Monthly) 
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Website Advertisement Space 

 Ad on Ruggedpix.com 

 Ad on Nomadders.com 

 Ad on Team4Runner.com 

 Ad on OverlandNation.com (coming soon) 

 Ad Graphic Design for 3rd Party Ad Campaigns (like forums) 
 

Product Reviews 

 We will provide 1 review for each product you provide on both Team4runner.com & Nomadders.com (as well 
as future sites like OverlandNation.com.  

 

Graphic Design Services 

 Sales Graphics Assistance 

 Social Media Graphics Assistance 
 Print Graphics 
 Event Graphic Assistance 

 

 

 
 
 
 

The ClicOutdoor Client Promise 

At ClicOutdoor we take our clients and our commitments very seriously.  In fact, we make several promises to every 

client. We put them in writing and back them up with specific guarantees.  With regard to the above-stated services, 

these are our promises to you, our valued client: 

1. We promise to provide you all media and perform all services in a turn-key fashion.  

2. We promise to listen to you, understand your objectives, and respond in a clear and easy-to-understand 

manner. 

3. We promise you an initial consultation with a senior executive member of the ClicOutdoor management team. 

4. In choosing to work together, we promise to communicate with you on a level that you will understand and 

discuss the process and procedures to be followed in simple terms.  

5. We promise to respond and communicate with you in a timely fashion. 

6. We promise to review and analyze your business and objectives in our exclusive management “Think Tank” 

sessions attended by all ClicOutdoor members. We will report back to you with suggestions on how to improve 

your business and be more profitable.  

7. We promise to deliver an extraordinary value, a world-class experience and consistently attempt to exceed your 

expectations. 
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Vehicle Build Proposal 

Dec 15, 2017 

 

Prepared for: 
                           Zach Roop / Dometic 

 

Prepared by: 
                                      Edwin Morales / ClicOutdoor 

 

Build Identity 
The first step to any successful vehicle build is to narrow down the builds identity.  

- What is the purpose of each build? 

- Will these vehicles be used to support your marketing initiatives? 

- Can they be leveraged to support sales goals? 

- Are there opportunities for these vehicles to be featured at events? Which & Where? 

- Can they be used to support dealers? How? 

With the vehicles identity clearly laid out we can efficiently execute the build in a timely fashion and ensure the vehicles 

fulfill every business goal you have.  

 

Vehicle Build Strategy 
“Mobile Living Made Easy” is your slogan. These vehicles should create a mobile living capable perception without 

sacrificing performance or safety. We will focus on the following components as we build these vehicles.  

- Functionality 

Ex: Fridge, Slide, Dual Batteries, Aux. 12v Sources, Roof Rack, Tent, Awning, Lighting, Winch, etc.  

- Safety 

Ex: Aftermarket Brakes, Armor, etc.  

- Performance 

Ex: Suspension, Tires, Air Filters, Exhaust, etc.  

Options will vary based on the available budget and timeline.  

 

Maximizing ROI From Your Vehicle Builds 
Most companies build a vehicle with the sole purpose of showing it off a handful of times. With proper planning and a 

strategy we can do much more together. We can use them to develop a forum presence by posting build threads gaining 

traffic, exposure & building brand credibility. Develop targeted content in the form of videos and photography that 

showcase these vehicles utilizing your products in an organic way. Support dealers nationwide through events and 

product showcases. Drive social media conversation in the outdoor adventure and automotive industry by building 

excitement and interest around these vehicles.  
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   Multi Vehicle Build Package:  $20,000  
3 Vehicles Total - 2 Toyota 4Runners, 1 Jeep Wrangler 

 

Included Research 

 25-30 Hours Of Jeep Product & Modification Research 

 25-30 Hours Of 4Runner Product & Modification Research 
 

Included Content 

 35-50 Edited Pictures (Minimum) 

 Assistance With Forum Build Threads 

 30 Sec to 1 Minute Promo Video Of The Install Process 

 Assistance In Acquiring The Content Required To Satisfy Any Needs From 3rd Party Brands Who Have 
Contributed To These Builds. (While vehicles are in our possession)  

 

Included Install Time 

 90-100 Hours Install Time 
 
Included Exposure 

 6 Months of Instagram Features on @Team4Runner 2-3 A Month (4Runner Builds) 

 6 Months of Instagram Features on @OverlandNation 2-3 A Month (Jeep & 4Runner Builds) 

 Vehicle Article on www.Team4runner.com 

 Vehicle Article on www.Nomadders.com 

 Vehicle Article on www.OverlandNation.com (coming soon) 

 Vehicle Article Writing For Any 3rd Party Magazines, Publications & Blog Opportunities That May Arise Within 
1st six months 

 

The ClicOutdoor Client Promise 

At ClicOutdoor we take our clients and our commitments very seriously.  In fact, we make several promises to every 

client. We put them in writing and back them up with specific guarantees.  With regard to the above-stated services, 

these are our promises to you, our valued client: 

1. We promise to provide you all media and perform all services in a turn-key fashion.  

2. We promise to listen to you, understand your objectives, and respond in a clear and easy-to-understand 

manner. 

3. We promise you an initial consultation with a senior executive member of the ClicOutdoor management team. 

4. In choosing to work together, we promise to communicate with you on a level that you will understand and 

discuss the process and procedures to be followed in simple terms.  

5. We promise to respond and communicate with you in a timely fashion. 

6. We promise to review and analyze your business and objectives in our exclusive management “Think Tank” 

sessions attended by all ClicOutdoor members. We will report back to you with suggestions on how to improve 

your business and be more profitable.  

7. We promise to deliver an extraordinary value, a world-class experience and consistently attempt to exceed your 
expectations. 


